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Many communities were assigned production of a single commodityâ€”steel. Mao vowed to increase
agricultural production to twice levels. Uneducated farmers attempted to produce steel on a massive scale,
partially relying on backyard furnaces to achieve the production targets set by local cadres. The steel produced
was low quality and largely useless. The Great Leap reduced harvest sizes and led to a decline in the
production of most goods except substandard pig iron and steel. Furthermore, local authorities frequently
exaggerated production numbers, hiding and intensifying the problem for several years. Food was in desperate
shortage, and production fell dramatically. The famine caused the deaths of millions of people, particularly in
poorer inland regions. In July, senior Party leaders convened at the scenic Mount Lu to discuss policy. At the
conference, Marshal Peng Dehuai , the Minister of Defence, criticized Great Leap policies in a private letter to
Mao, writing that it was plagued by mismanagement and cautioning against elevating political dogma over the
laws of economics. Peng was replaced by Lin Biao , another revolutionary army general who became a more
staunch Mao supporter later in his career. Owing to his loss of esteem within the party, Mao developed a
decadent and eccentric lifestyle. Sino-Soviet split and anti-revisionism Main article: Although initially they
had been mutually supportive, disagreements arose after the death of Joseph Stalin and the rise of Nikita
Khrushchev to power in the Soviet Union. In , Khrushchev denounced Stalin and his policies and began
implementing post-Stalinist economic reforms. Mao and many members of the Chinese Communist Party
CCP opposed these changes, believing that they would have negative repercussions for the worldwide Marxist
movement, among whom Stalin was still viewed as a hero. Relations between the two governments soured.
Without pointing fingers at the Soviet Union, Mao criticized its ideological ally, the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia. His approach was less than transparent, achieving this purge through newspaper articles, internal
meetings, and skillfully employing his network of political allies. In the play, an honest civil servant, Hai Rui ,
is dismissed by a corrupt emperor. While Mao initially praised the play, in February he secretly commissioned
his wife Jiang Qing and Shanghai propagandist Yao Wenyuan to publish an article criticizing it. Stress from
the events led Luo to attempt suicide. The Outline, sanctioned by the Party centre, defined Hai Rui as
constructive academic discussion, and aimed to formally distance Peng Zhen from any political implications.
Once conditions are ripe, they will seize political power and turn the dictatorship of the proletariat into a
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. Some of them we have already seen through; others we have not. Some are
still trusted by us and are being trained as our successors, persons like Khruschev for example, who are still
nestling beside us. Classes were promptly cancelled in Beijing primary and secondary schools, followed by a
decision on June 13 to expand the class suspension nationwide. Unlike the political movement of the s that
squarely targeted intellectuals, the new movement was focused on established party cadres, many of whom
were part of the work teams. As a result, the work teams came under increasing suspicion for being yet
another group aimed at thwarting revolutionary fervour. He subsequently returned to Beijing on a mission to
criticize the party leadership for its handling of the work-teams issue. Mao accused the work teams of
undermining the student movement, calling for their full withdrawal on July Several days later a rally was
held at the Great Hall of the People to announce the decision and set the new tone of the movement to
university and high school teachers and students. At the plenum, Mao showed outright disdain for Liu,
repeatedly interrupting Liu as he delivered his opening day speech. Sensing that the largely obstructive party
elite was unwilling to fully embrace his revolutionary ideology, Mao went on the offensive. On July 28, Red
Guard representatives wrote to Mao, calling for rebellion and upheaval to safeguard the revolution. Mao then
responded to the letters by writing his own big-character poster entitled Bombard the Headquarters , rallying
people to target the "command centre i. Mao wrote that despite having undergone a Communist revolution, a
"bourgeois" elite was still thriving in "positions of authority" in the government and Communist Party. Liu
and Deng kept their seats on the Politburo Standing Committee but were in fact sidelined from day-to-day
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party affairs. The extensive Organization Department , in charge of party personnel, essentially ceased to exist.
The top officials in the Propaganda Department were sacked, with many of its functions folding into the CRG.
Red Guards dragged the remains of the Wanli Emperor and Empresses to the front of the tomb, where they
were posthumously "denounced" and burned. Although the bourgeoisie has been overthrown, it is still trying
to use the old ideas, culture, customs, and habits of the exploiting classes to corrupt the masses, capture their
minds, and stage a comeback. The proletariat must do just the opposite: It must meet head-on every challenge
of the bourgeoisie [ Currently, our objective is to struggle against and crush those people in authority who are
taking the capitalist road, to criticize and repudiate the reactionary bourgeois academic "authorities" and the
ideology of the bourgeoisie and all other exploiting classes and to transform education, literature and art, and
all other parts of the superstructure that do not correspond to the socialist economic base, so as to facilitate the
consolidation and development of the socialist system. The implications of the Sixteen Points were
far-reaching. It elevated what was previously a student movement to a nationwide mass campaign that would
galvanize workers, farmers, soldiers and lower-level party functionaries to rise up, challenge authority, and
re-shape the "superstructure" of society. On August 18, , over a million Red Guards from all over the country
gathered in and around Tiananmen Square in Beijing for a personal audience with the Chairman. Some
changes associated with the "Four Olds" campaign were largely benign, such as assigning new names to city
streets, places, and even people; millions of babies were born with "revolutionary"-sounding names during this
period. Other aspects of the Red Guard revolution were more destructive, particularly in the realms of culture
and religion. Various historical sites throughout the country were destroyed. The damage was particularly
pronounced in the capital, Beijing. Temples, churches, mosques, monasteries, and cemeteries were closed
down and sometimes converted to other uses, looted, and destroyed. They began by passing out leaflets
explaining their actions to develop and strengthen socialism and posting the names of suspected
counter-revolutionaries on bulletin boards. They assembled in large groups, held debates, and wrote
educational plays. They held public meetings to criticize and solicit self-criticisms from
counter-revolutionaries. You young people, full of vigor and vitality, are in the bloom of life, like the sun at
eight or nine in the morning. Our hope is placed on you The world belongs to you. These quotes directly from
Mao led to other actions by the Red Guards in the views of other Maoist leaders. What started as verbal
struggles among activist groups became physical, especially when activists began to seize weapons from the
army in The central Maoist leaders limited their intervention in activist violence to verbal criticism, but after
the PLA began to intervene in , authorities started to suppress the mass movement. On August 22, , a central
directive was issued to stop police intervention in Red Guard activities, and those in the police force who
defied this notice were labeled counter-revolutionaries. The number injured exceeded that. Many people who
were indicted as counter-revolutionaries died by suicide. In August and September , there were 1, people
murdered in Beijing alone. In Shanghai there were suicides and deaths related to the Cultural Revolution in
September. In Wuhan there were 62 suicides and 32 murders during the same period. In October, Mao
convened a "Central Work Conference", essentially to convince those in the party leadership who had not yet
adopted revolutionary ideology. Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping were prosecuted as part of a bourgeois
reactionary line zichanjieji fandong luxian and begrudgingly gave self-criticisms. Deng Xiaoping was sent
away for a period of re-education three times, and was eventually sent to work in a Jiangxi engine factory.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. May Learn how and when to remove this template message On January 3, , Lin Biao and Jiang
Qing employed local media and grassroots organizations to generate the " January Storm ", during which the
Shanghai municipal government was essentially overthrown. In Beijing, Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping were
once again the targets of denunciation; others condemned Vice Premier Tao Zhu , signaling that even central
government officials should not be immune from criticism. In February, Jiang Qing and Lin Biao, with
support from Mao, insisted that class struggle be extended to the military. Many prominent generals voiced
their hostility and opposition to the Cultural Revolution. Foreign Minister Chen Yi and Vice-Premier Tan
Zhenlin vocally incriminated the turn of events in Shanghai, accusing the movement of "destroying the party".
This group of party leaders were subsequently denounced as the " February Countercurrent ". Many of these
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rulers were criticized for trying to sabotage the revolution and fell into political disgrace thereafter. At the
same time, some Red Guard organizations rose in protest against other Red Guard organizations who ran
dissimilar revolutionary messages, complicating the situation. The situation was quickly spinning out of
control; local revolutionary activities lacked centralized leadership. By July, factional violence had become
commonplace across the country. After the initial praise by Jiang Qing, the Red Guards began to break down
barracks and other army buildings. This activity, which could not be stopped by army generals, continued
through to the autumn of In the central city of Wuhan , like in many other cities, two major revolutionary
organizations emerged, one supporting the establishment and the other opposed to it. The groups fought over
the control of the city. Chen Zaidao , the Army general in charge of the area, forcibly repressed the
anti-establishment demonstrators. However, in the midst of the commotion, Mao himself flew to Wuhan with
a large entourage of central officials in an attempt to secure military loyalty in the area. In this same year,
Chinese New Year celebrations were banned in China; they were only reinstated 13 years later. A year later,
the Red Guard factions were dismantled entirely; Mao predicted that the chaos might begin running its own
agenda and be tempted to turn against revolutionary ideology. Their purpose had been largely fulfilled; Mao
and his radical colleagues had largely overturned establishment power. In early October, Mao began a
campaign to purge ruling officials. Many were sent to the countryside to work in reeducation camps. During
this movement, which lasted for the next decade, young bourgeoisie living in cities were ordered to go to the
countryside to experience working life. The term "young intellectuals" was used to refer to recently graduated
college students. In the late s, these students returned to their home cities. This movement was thus in part a
means of moving Red Guards from the cities to the countryside, where they would cause less social
disruption. It also served to spread revolutionary ideology across China geographically.
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and fleeing, leaving their artillery behind.

Psychic Sensor Force Composition The soviets loyal to the commander had completely lost control of
Moscow, so they had to construct their own base. Soon, the commander was able to bring in a large force
made up of Apocalypse Tanks , Kirov Airships , and nearly everything else the Soviet arsenal held. The
commander was also able to construct a Nuclear Missile Silo. Yuri had months to build a defense around the
Kremlin. He had set up many gun emplacements with Tesla Coils and Flak Cannons. Using two large bases
south of Moscow, he was able to deploy nearly everything the Union had to offer. He used hundreds of
Conscripts along with dozens of tank divisions. He also deployed most of the Psychic Corps and took
advantage of their mind control powers. Yuri even deployed an improved Iron Curtain. The battle An Insertion
with a Vengeance The Soviet commander quickly built up a basic base and established up extensive
resourcing. The Commander quickly ordered the Apocalypse and the Rhino tanks to destroy the defenses
while two engineers captured the two Tesla Reactors. The commander quickly then fortified the cliff with
Tesla Coils juiced up by the Tesla troopers. The commander also captured a tech outpost east of the base and
fortified the position with sentry guns and more Tesla Coils. Further scouting also revealed an oil derrick north
of the base and several civilian buildings around the valley. The former was captured for extra credits and the
latter garrisoned by divisions of conscripts. Since the defenses consumed so much power, the commander built
his own nuclear reactor to prevent a severe power shortage. Defense of the Valley Almost immediately Yuri
sent waves of his forces against the rebelling Red Army - conscripts first, then tesla troopers with dogs, and
engineers. At periodic times Yuri also activated his Iron Curtain , giving his tanks temporary invulnerability to
attack the Red Army. Finally construction of the missile silo was complete. The Soviet commander scouted
the area and found the main entrance heavily defended. Soviet paratroopers patrolled the dividing cliff and
located an access entry that was undefended, taking out the powerless defense emplacements along the way
and captured another tech outpost which was north of the Red Army base. Soon the Iron Curtain was
destroyed, along with a large portion of the base. However, extensive scouting revealed two Psychic Corp
bases flanking the Kremlin. With Yuri inside the building at the time, he lay dead in the rubble. Alternative
way If you want to, you can just turtle in the valley and wait until you build a nuclear missile silo, then you
defend the base until you shoot the Kremlin 2 times with a nuke, note that Yuri will not repair the Kremlin. Be
advised that Yuri has the Kremlin well-defended. A very easy way to finish this mission is sending the two
Kirov Airships to the orange base to the east and destroy the two nuclear reactors, rendering the Flak Cannons
offline. You may want to destroy some units and buildings to make the Kirovs elite to easily destroy the
Kremlin without the fear of losing one of them to the Flak Cannons defending the Kremlin. Attacking with
land forces At first move all tanks, soldiers and dogs to east. Build most of your base there. Send Rhinos to the
hill with two Yuri Flak Cannons. You can destroy the both Flak Cannons, then a Tesla Coil in the assult base.
Send lots of Dogs and Terror Drones through the ore zone into the assult base. They can kill Psicorps and
make chaos in the base. Build Tesla Coils and Sentry Guns near them to defend. Then build a Barrack and
send more engineers to capture the entire assult base. Send lots of Dogs to the cliff west to the assult base. Kill
all Psicorps there and use your Rhino Tanks to destroy enemy tanks on the cliff. Garrison buildings on the cliff
and you can attack the Nuclear Plant in the Iron Curtain base. Defend the assult base with dogs and Tesla
Troops. Send a dozen of Dogs to the Iron Curtain base and kill the remaining soldiers. Then send an engineer
to capture the Construction Yard. Now the only enemy remaining is the Phycorps purple. Build a Barrack and
begin to send Dogs and Conscripts through the two bridges toward Moscow. Use Dogs to kill Phycorps and
use conscripts to garrison buildings. Now attack the Phycorp base west to the Kremlin. Send many Dogs into
the base despite enemy Tesla Coils can kill several of them. Now you can send several Rhinos into the base
and destroy a Nuclear Plant. Now enemy base is power down. Then destroy the Construction Yard to prevent
building of new power plants, and then destroy all Tesla Reactors. Now send Dogs to the Phycorp base east to
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the Kremlin. Kill all Phycorps and seal the Cloning Vats with the Dogs, and send an engineer to capture the
only remaining Nuclear Plant. Once the Nuclear Plant captured you can destroy all Cloning Vats. Now Yuri
has nothing defending himself except two Sentry Guns near the Kremlin. Just destroy them, and then destroy
Kremlin. Destroying Nuclear Reactors will disable their defenses. Yuri has so many cloned Psychic Corps
members. Your tank divisions swept him aside as you have swept aside so many others. If the par time is
beaten, the Commander becomes more respected and even school childrens know his name. If not, the
Commander is congratulated for destroying Yuri, despite that he mobilizes the entire tank divisions and causes
high civillain casualty. With Yuri dead, the Soviet commander reunited the Soviet Union under one banner. A
second oil derrick north of the tech airport, just south of the border-crossing with walls and sandbags, wedged
in the narrow ravine leading directly to the tech airport. A tech outpost east of your base. Another outpost is
seen north of your base but up on the cliffside. A third oil derrick east of the tech outpost, south of the one
near the ravine. Two lightly-defended orange Tesla Reactors due northeast of your base are built on a cliff.
Capturing them will provide extra power and room to set up defenses. If you take the airfield, it is possible to
take two nuclear reactors, giving the power boost, and extra oil derricks over the hill, given that a barracks can
be smartly constructed on the hill conjuncted to the area. Yuri starts out in such a strong position, and has so
many cloning vats cranking out soldiers particularly Psi Corps Troopers which you temporarily no longer have
access to that your base can easily be overwhelmed. A general tip is to never try to set up your defenses in the
area immediately around your base. Its in a wide valley and not particularly defensible. Also, hold off on
building a Nuclear Silo unless you feel your defenses are absolutely secure, because it will cause Yuri to
retaliate by sending in his own Kirovs. They will easily wipe out a large portion of all incoming enemy forces.
The central point is to focus on the choke point between two cliffs near the northernmost oil derrick, where a
border-crossing has been set up consisting of walls, sandbags, and Soviet flags. There are even a few civilian
buildings nearby to aid to the defense here: Do not take the tech airport on the eastern cliffs initially, unless
you feel you have built up enough forces to defend it, because Yuri will counterattack in force to destroy it.
Use the oil derrick as a launching point to build stronger base defensies around, and extend the rang of your
construction by slapping down some cheap Tesla Reactors. Quickly garrison the civilian structures. The goal
is to spread a chain of Tesla Reactors westward from the oil derrick, in order to then build a line of Tesla Coils
and Sentry Guns and Flak Cannons stretching across the choke point at the border crossing. This will allow
you to build up larger forces at your leisure from within your defensive perimeter, be it a Kirov fleet or a
land-based attack. At this point Yuri will also attack using Iron curtain. Watch for tank buildup near your
defensive position and destroy it using the V3 launcher. If they deployed already, construct walls on the
intended target to absorb the iron curtained arsenal and buy more time before the curtain fall. Once you feel
you have enough forces, capture the tech airport on the plateau to the east; the entrance is very small and near
the airport, so you should wall-off the entrance and support it with Tesla Coils and some units for defense, to
repel any counter-attack generally Yuri will ignore it if you block it off entirely, and he never sends more than
a recon-in-force so even one or two Tesla Coils might be sufficient. It is more effective to harass from
garrisoned buildings than to attack head-on, because you can only paradrop in a limited number of Conscripts
and the large number of Psi Corps Troopers will mind control them in the open. Its a good idea to send the
paratroopers to the cliffs on the east side of this base, because it has an oil derrick on it, and the east entrance
of Moscow has two oil derricks across the bridge which you can attack the west side has no oil derricks. This
plateau is surprisingly undefended. Along with your tanks, take a few Flak Tracks based with attack dogs and
a few engineers: Cover the advance of this tank column into eastern Moscow using the paratroopers who have
already garrisoned civilian buildings in the outskirts. After securing the southeastern part of Moscow as a
strong-point, its full-on urban combat with tanks and infantry. Trivia The fight against Yuri in the Soviet
campaign is likely to be a foreshadowing of what is to come after the Allied victory in Chrono Storm. Unlike
other Soviet missions taking place in Russia like Home Front and Chrono Defense , the player can attack
civilian buildings in this mission. It could be possible because the player is fighting against Soviet forces in
this mission, not Allied. An identical easter egg exists in Chrono Storm and Red Dawn , only without any
nearby bonuses. This is the only Red Alert 2 mission not to have any Allied forces. The video tape which
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Romanov gave to the player is a Sony Betacam SP tape, broadcasting-grade format when the game was
released. It is not known if all FMVs in game were shot in this format.
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The new website has a cleaner look, additional video and audio clips, revised trial accounts, and new features
that should improve the navigation. A nationwide fear of communists, socialists, anarchists, and other
dissidents suddenly grabbed the American psyche in following a series of anarchist bombings. The nation was
gripped in fear. Innocent people were jailed for expressing their views, civil liberties were ignored, and many
Americans feared that a Bolshevik-style revolution was at hand. Then, in the early s, the fear seemed to
dissipate just as quickly as it had begun, and the Red Scare was over. While American boys were fighting the
"Huns" abroad, many Americans fought them at home. It was out of this patriotism that the Red Scare took
hold. At the time the World War I Armistice was executed in , approximately nine million people worked in
war industries, while another four million were serving in the armed forces. Once the war was over, these
people were left without jobs, and war industries were left without contracts. Economic difficulties and worker
unrest increased. Both groups were well know objectors to WWI, and to the minds of many Americans
therefore, unpatriotic. This led them open to attack. Any activity even loosely associated with them was
suspicious. One of the first major strikes after the end of the war was the Seattle shipyard strike of which,
erroneously, was attributed to the Wobblies. On January 21, 35, shipyard workers in Seattle struck. A general
strike resulted when 60, workers in the Seattle area struck on February 6. Despite the absence of any violence
or arrests, the strikers were immediately labeled as Reds who and charges that they were trying to incite
revolution were leveled against them. Hysteria struck the city as department stores, grocery stores, and
pharmacies were flooded by frightened customers trying to ensure that they would be able to survive a
prolonged strike. Seattle mayor Ole Hansen, who had long hated the Wobblies and took the strike as a
personal affront to him, took the offensive against the strikers. On February 10, realizing the strike could not
succeed and could even damage the labor movement in Seattle, orders were given to end the strike. Mayor
Hansen took credit for the termination of the strike, proclaimed a victory for Americanism, quit his job, and
became a national expert and lecturer on anti-communism. Subsequent to the Seattle strike, all strikes during
the next six months were demonized in the press as "crimes against society," conspiracies against the
government," and "plots to establish communism. On May Day May 1 , , rallies were held throughout the
country and riots ensued in several cities, including Boston, New York, and Cleveland. On June 2, another
multi-state bomb plot was uncovered, leading to more fear of unseen anarchists who could inflict destruction
and death from afar. Since one cannot defend against an unknown enemy, the "known" enemies those workers
who chose to strike became increasingly tempting targets for persecution. On September 9, the Boston police
force went on strike. A panic that "Reds" were behind the strike took over Boston despite the lack of any
radicalism on the part of the striking police officers. Although the city experienced primarily looting and
vandalism as well as some rioting , papers around the country ran inflammatory and polemical headlines. On
September 13, Police Commissioner Curtis announced that the striking policemen would not be allowed to
return and that the city would hire a new police force, effectively ending the strike. Weeks later, a nation-wide
steel strike occurred. On September 22, , steel workers walked off their jobs, and soon the strikers numbered ,
In Gary, Indiana, for example, unrest was so prevalent that martial law was declared on October 5. The steel
owners held fast, and in January of , with less than a third of the strikers still out, the strike ended without the
strikers gaining a single demand. As a result of the strikes and unrest, the strikers were branded as "Reds" and
as being unpatriotic. Fear of strikes leading to a Communist revolution spread throughout the country.
Colleges were deemed to be hotbeds of Bolshevism, and professors were labeled as radicals. The hunt reached
down to public secondary schools where many teachers were fired for current or prior membership in even the
most mildly of leftist organizations. The American Legion was founded in St. Louis on May 8, "[t]o uphold
and defend the Constitution of the United States of America; to maintain law and order; to foster and
perpetuate a one hundred per cent Americanism. While most of the Legion engaged in such relatively
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innocuous activities as distributing pamphlets, the patriotic and anti-communist fervor of the Legion led many
to engage in vigilante justice meted out against Reds both real and suspected. The government, too, was not
immune to anti-communistic hysteria. Edgar Hoover as its head. Its mission to uncover Bolshevik
conspiracies, and to find and incarcerate or deport conspirators. Eventually, the antiradical division compiled
over , cards in a card-filing system that detailed radical organizations, individuals, and case histories across the
country. These efforts resulted in the imprisonment or deportation of thousands of supposed radicals and
leftists. These arrests were often made at the expense of civil liberties as arrests were often made without
warrants and for spurious reasons. In Newark, for example, a man was arrested for looking like a radical.
Moreover, arrestees were often denied counsel and contact with the outside world, beaten, and held in
inhumane conditions. If the national press is any indicator of the predominant mood of the country, then the
efforts of the Justice Department was overwhelmingly supported by the masses because the raids,
deportations, and arrests were all championed on the front page of most every paper. All told, thousands of
innocent people were jailed or deported, and many more were arrested or questioned. On January 2, alone over
4, alleged radicals were arrested in thirty-three cities. Legislatures also reflected the national sentiment against
radicals. Numerous local and state legislatures passed some sort of ordinance against radicals and radical
activity. Thirty-two states made it illegal to display the red flag of communism. The New York Legislature
expelled five duly elected Socialist assemblymen from its ranks. While Congress was unable to enact a
peacetime anti-sedition bill, approximately seventy such bills were introduced. The national mood, however,
began to shift back to normal in the spring of Mitchell Palmer who felt it unfair to put Socialists and
Communists in the same category. Possibly because the proposed bills were viewed as censorship, most
newspapers came out against the anti-sedition bills. Industry leaders, who were early proponents of
anti-communism, began to realize that deporting immigrants as many of the communists were alleged to be
drained a major source of labor, which would result in higher wages and decreased profits. Suddenly, political
cartoons in newspapers that months earlier had been virulently opposed to Reds now featured over zealous
Red-hunters as their objects of scorn and ridicule. The Red Scare quickly ran its course and, by the summer of
, it was largely over. The nation turned its collective attention to more leisurely pursuits.
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The vineyard will supply Orin Swift, among other brands. Moreover, the red blend space is now far more
diverse than ever before. Indeed, the number of brands and styles in the marketplace has proliferated. But red
blends are already starting to show signs of growing up: Strong brands are expanding their appeal to loyal and
new consumers alike, while weaker entrants are slowly disappearing. Premier California red blend brand
Apothic is one such label that has matured with the rise of the category. Amid this profusion of options, red
blends are continuing their upswing. In Nielsen channels, the U. That number marks a slight slowdown from
the previous year, when it grew about 8. As with the overall U. Gnarly Head depleted , cases in , with Z.
Alexander Brown at , cases. Other regions may be a bit more limited. Paraduxx follows at 17, cases, while The
Discussion is the most boutique brand at cases. The company notes that while consumer loyalty to red blends
retailing at the lower end of the pricing ladder tends to be a challenge for many brands, Duckhorn has attracted
a following among a younger and more affluent consumer base. Three Palms Vineyard pictured offers a
variety of high-end red blends, meeting an increased demand for luxury offerings within the category. Created
by winemakers Joey Tensley and Alex Guarachi, the name is a play on the inherent tension in the harvesting
and winemaking process. Tenshen has taken off in the market, depleting 16, cases in Other brands, like
Duckhorn, have chosen to create more classic blended styles. The wine is a novel option within the portfolio
meant to reach beyond traditional blending boundaries and appeal to consumers looking to enter the category
at a lower pricing tier. The brand offers a diverse array of affordable red blends, each with a different varietal
composition and flavor profile. Hurdles Ahead Winemakers and marketers are aware of the challenges
presented by the increasing size and diversity of the California red blend segment, which some fear is
approaching oversaturation. Though some see such a seemingly open-ended segment with extensive consumer
experimentation as a challenge, others see it as an opportunity.
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The red blend line extension Silk ($14 a ml.) is a soft red blend of 66% Pinot Noir, 18% Malbec, and 16% Petite Sirah,
while Midnight ($13) is a dark red blend of 59% Merlot, 16% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Petite Sirah, and 10% Petit
Verdot.

Lenin expressed his confidence in the success of the planned insurrection. His confidence stemmed from
months of Bolshevik buildup of power and successful elections to different committees and councils in major
cities such as Petrograd and Moscow. The committee methodically planned to occupy strategic locations
through the city, almost without concealing their preparations: The editors of these newspapers, as well as any
authors seen to be calling for insurrection, were to be prosecuted on criminal charges. At 10 AM,
Bolshevik-aligned soldiers successfully retook the Rabochy put printing house. What followed was a series of
sporadic clashes over control of the bridges between Red Guard militias aligned with the Military
Revolutionary Committee and military regiments still loyal to the government. At approximately 5 PM the
Military Revolutionary Committee seized the Central Telegraph of Petrograd, giving the Bolsheviks control
over communications through the city. Petersburg, then capital of Russia against the Kerensky Provisional
Government. The event coincided with the arrival of a flotilla of pro-Bolshevik marines, primarily five
destroyers and their crews, in St. At Kronstadt, sailors also announced their allegiance to the Bolshevik
insurrection. In the early morning, the military-revolutionary committee planned the last of the locations to be
assaulted or seized from its heavily guarded and picketed center in Smolny Palace. The Red Guards
systematically captured major government facilities, key communication installations and vantage points with
little opposition. Railways and railway stations had been controlled by Soviet workers and soldiers for days,
making rail travel to and from Petrograd impossible for Provisional Government officials. The Provisional
Government was also unable to locate any serviceable vehicles. On the morning of the insurrection, Kerensky
desperately searched for a means of reaching military forces he hoped would be friendly to the Provisional
Government outside the city, and ultimately borrowed a Renault car from the American embassy, which he
drove from the Winter Palace alongside a Pierce Arrow. Kerensky was able to evade the pickets going up
around the palace and drive to meet approaching soldiers. The proclamation was sent by telegraph throughout
Russia even as the pro-Soviet soldiers were seizing important control centers throughout the city. The
Bolsheviks also prolonged the assault for fear of violence since the insurrection did not generate violent
outbreaks. As the night progressed, crowds of insurgents surrounded the palace, and many infiltrated it. Some
of the revolutionaries entered the Palace at After sporadic gunfire throughout the building, the cabinet of the
provisional government had surrendered. The only member who was not arrested was Kerensky himself who
had already left the Palace. This was aided by the historical reenactment , entitled The Storming of the Winter
Palace , which was staged in This reenactment, watched by , spectators, provided the model for official films
made much later, which showed a huge storming of the Winter Palace and fierce fighting. After a single day of
revolution, the death toll was low not because Bolsheviks decided not to use artillery fire, but instead because
the class struggle was used as the strongest weapon. There was not much of a storming of the Winter Palace
because the resistance basically did not exist and at 2: The Bolsheviks effectively controlled the almost
unoccupied Winter Palace not because of an intense military barrage, but because the back door was left open,
allowing the Red Guard to enter. Later stories of the heroic "Storming of the Winter Palace" and "defense of
the Winter Palace" were later propaganda by Bolshevik publicists. It is said[ who? The same mariners then
dispersed by force the elected parliament of Russia, [32] and used machine-gun fire against protesting
demonstrators in Petrograd. These are disputed by various sources such as Louise Bryant, [33] who claims that
news outlets in the West at the time reported that the unfortunate loss of life occurred in Moscow, not
Petrograd, and the number was much less than suggested above. As for the "several shots in the air", there is
little evidence suggesting otherwise.
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6: Revolution in the red after summer sales hangover
Red Revolution, Green Revolution is a must-read for historians of modern China and historians of socialism, as well as
historians of science and agriculture." Jacob Eyferth, University of Chicago "Agricultural science is inherently political.

The Nike Air Revolution is a retro basketball kick that has been making some waves recently. Find great deals
on online for air revolution. Featuring a White leather base with Red accents and hints of Black throughout.
As Hugo and the others drew nearer, Kendra realized that Coulter looked different. She bowed her head
slightly at me, but said nothing. Air revolution red grey black. The high top kicks have a mainly white. The
bed moved again and he left. Please, she said, though she felt a telltale heat in her cheeks. Make a wish, blow
on it for luck. The Nike Air Revolution release in the late 80s. The court sneaker shares similar characteristics
of Air Jordan models such as an Air Jordan 3 midsole. This is not jealousy, she wanted to say. We must have
Adam. The buck keeps moving with a grey and. Free Shipping on Qualified Orders. The maids had brought
her scented oils and soaps, rose petals for the bathwater and cool cucumber slices to soothe her eyes. The Nike
Air Revolution is back in This white, university red, black and cool grey pair is one of the first colorways set
to release. A general release, look out. I knew he could handle the doorknob himself, but why get his slobber
all over it? Free shipping on all orders. A striking gamma blue and atomic red give the kicks vibrance. Grey
Nike Revolution 3. Find Grey Black Red now. Air revolution red grey black find great deals on air revolution
red grey black online for nike air revolution. White is slapped all across the hi-top silhouette, with bright. The
history of persecution is a history of endeavours to cheat nature, to make water run up hill, to twist a rope of.
Nike revolution 2 men dark grey 13 nike revolution 2 mens running shoes a great choice for casual runs. Shop
with confidence on online. Your search for the broadest selection of Nike Air Max. The ol school basketball
sneak was one of the first to have a visible air cushion. Grey leads the way over the black-based upper,
working together with red laces a. Nike air revolution sky hi red white and black womens nike air revolution
sky hi white black fireberry pink nike sky hi air revolution sz 7. Why Shop at More Choices for A Better Life
is the global online retailer with an affordable item for every hobby and lifestyle. Nike air max tavas gray
black red shoes for men. Nike sneakers are exactly what you need. Read honest and unbiased product reviews
from our users. Nike Air Zoom Pegasus. Find Black Nikes at Famous Footwear. The Nike Air Revolution
makes its return. Those soldiers about him became friends, and the enemy out there was an enemy for him,
too. And she did not stint with her gift, or hoard it up solely for use on her own kith and kin. Product Features
Air Jordan 4 featured a unique strap on each side for ankle support. The kicks feature air revolution red grey
black a predominantly grey upper with black on the lining and sole.
7: Red Revolution, Green Revolution: Scientific Farming in Socialist China, Schmalzer
Then you need to come to Revolution Red Hair Salon where you feel special, relaxed and well taken care of. Whether
you are looking for a new style or an updated color, Revolution Red is the answer. We offer free consultations and we
listen to your needs and wants.

8: Cultural Revolution - Wikipedia
Operation: Red Revolution is the eleventh and penultimate mission of the Soviet campaign of Command & Conquer:
Red Alert 2. As the penultimate mission, this is a real challenge. Contents[show] Background After the destruction of the
Weather Control Device, Yuri invited the Commander, now Chief.

9: Red Revolution â€“
Red revolution synonyms, Red revolution pronunciation, Red revolution translation, English dictionary definition of Red
revolution. n another name for the Russian Revolution2 Noun 1. October Revolution - the coup d'etat by the Bolsheviks
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under Lenin in November that led to a period.
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